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1. Introducticn

In this Taper. w .scuss a maximum -1__elihrod estir

for additivit7 anaLys-Lzr from a variety 0: normerric date

methods for 7.1:7=etrit. rdditivity analysis, notaLly MONAN

1965], ADDALS , Your. r_; & Takane, 1976]

Young & de Lee:w, 19I7], are _ill based on the leas: .7,clu:

and are primarily descrirtivE in nature. The maximum lf

developed in this paper, on 7-71e other hand, allows vericlis

1.

procedure

::=13ting

Truskal,

ane,

principle,

-cod method

::finds of

statistical inferences inclu;ing tests of hypotheses about the model.

2. The Model

For illustrarive ,rIonverience we only discuss thc: 7.7o-factor case.

The method is readily rane=lizable to higher order da,srIgns.

Let a_ and s. denote aditive effects of the _ evel of Factor A
1

thand the level of Factor 3, respectively. We state the simple additive

model as:

(1) y.. = a
i
+ B. ,

3

where y.. is the predicted model value for the combination of the i
th

13

level of Factor A and the .th of Factor B. We also consider the

weighted additive model which is stated as

(2)
Yijk wka ai wkf3 Bj '

where yijk is the subject-specific (subjeck k) model value for the (i, j)

combination, and w
ka

and w are the weights attached to Factor A and

Factor B, respectively, by subject k. This model accounts for individual

differences in additivity by differential weightings of additive factors.
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(The nat 7e of this =del LE Veil as L= relationship to the simple

additiv ode 1 (1 '111_17 rernribei Takane, & de Leeuw, [1980].)

In orde .o elimLrare :Leterm-7-7-7-'es in adtiitive effects and

individla difference VE±1.7sCs, we may quire that

(3) ( , =
m a

and Z(8. = n,

j

where 7 and =e the -umbers of L.F...VELS in Factor and Factor B,

respecnively.

3. The Data

We assume t -at th,F are collect-.d by one following methods:

categorical ratings, p.z_fl. .a===arisons Cr directional rankings. In the

categoricaL rating metra_d ___-..subject is asked to ra:. a set of stimuli

with respect to an at==f]aat_ the stimuli on rating scales with a

relati-vely few ob,servEtfcm lanaegories. In the pair comparison method,

on the other hand, the is asked to judge which one of two stimuli

presented at a time he other in some respect. Finally, in the

directional ranking 7=a-lod_LL-7.1a subject is asked to rank order stimuli in

a specific direction. (f.,a. ftrOM the smallest to the largest or the other

way round). Althou77- -,-d--7---dure mainly focuses on the above three

experimental methods '777-- .collection, it is by no means restricted to

the above three. In _act fa :as been shown [Takane & Carroll, in preparation]

that treatments of conditionalities, missing data and tied observations in

the directional ranking method allow a still wider range of data collection

methods to be handled within the framework of the directional ranking method.

4. The Method

Maximum likelihood multidimensional scaling procedures have already

4
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been developed for the three data collection methods mentioned above

[Takane, 1978; Takane, 1980; Takane & Carroll, in preparation]. The

construction of likelihood functions in the current procedure is very

similar to that in its MDS counterparts with the difference being that

the former fits the additive model, while the latter fits the distance

model. Here we only briefly discuss general strategic schemes for the

construction of likelihood functions specific to the data collection

methods. Details as well as modifications of the basic schemes (e.g.,

a provision for tied observations) may be found in the references given

above.

4.1. Categorical ratings

Let

Aijk = yijk + e
ijk

where eijk N(o,uk). The probability that stimulus oijk (defined by

the ith level of Factor A and the jth level of Factor B as perceived by

subject k) is judged to be in the m
th

category (C
m
) is stated as

Pr(o
ijk

C
m
) = Pr(b

k( 1)
< A. < b

km
)

a
ijkm

f4)(z) dz F
Pijkm

aijk(m-1)

where b
km

and b
k( 1)

are upper and lower boundaries of category m for

subject k, a
ijkm

= (b
km

-
ij

y..
k
)/a

k
(m=1, M where M is the number

of observation categories), and where (I) is the standard normal density

function. We may impose various restrictions on category boundaries

[Takane, 1980].

eJ



Let Z
ijkm

denote the observed frequency with which o
ijk

is put

category m by subject k. Then the joint probability of Z
i

(m=1,
jkm

M) is given by

M
z
ijkm

.Pi = pi.
jk jkm

m=1

The joint likelihood of the total set of observations is, in turn, stL

as

L = TI pi.k .
k,i,j

4.2. Pair comparisons

by

The probability that o
ijk

is judged to be larger than o
1

_s

Pr(oijk> oimk)
Pr(Xijk Almk)

aij..
lmk

4)(z) dz E D
'ijlmk

-m

where
aijimk ijk

(y - y
lmk

)/( 2 k). Let Zijlmk be the frequency N.=

which o
ijk

is judged larger than o
lmk

out of N
ijlmk

replications. -,

likelihood of the total set of observations can then be written as

L =TI

[Takane, 1978].

- ZN
ijl

ijlmk
mk (1

'ijlmk'

N
ijlmk ijlmk

4.3. Directional rankings

Let o
(1)

o
(2)

>.
(m)

be the observed ranking. Let y (m) be
k k

the model value corresponding to o (m)
. We assume that the ranking is
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2btaL-:._, from _hr- =gest element to the smallest by :ccessive f_rst

hoicc,tE The amity of the m
th

first cb:_ce,

(m) = (m+1)
Pk ok ,

°k

> A
(m+1)

,
(m) > A (Y

k k

s give an a- riate integral of the multivariate 7_ 7- L

by

er (s
k k
y
(m)

)

(m)

= e xp (s
k
y (j) )

where appr=imately 7/( 3ak) . For the likelihoc_ of a ranking we

(

take a --17-oeuct D
k

m)
; i.e., pk = pk011) . Finally, the joint likelihood

m=1

of mul. le ran-._=Igs obtained from different subjects is defined by the

produz,-, of p
k

over k. For treatments of ties see Takane and Carroll [in

preparation].

4.4. Numerical method

The log likelihood may be optimized by various numerical methods. The

current MAXADD, a FORTRAN program to perform the analysis described in this

paper, uses Fisher's scoring algorithm. From a limited experience of the

author the convergence is very quick and smooth.

5. Some Empirical Results

We present some empirical results obtained by the method proposed in

this paper. The data we analyze pertain to developmental, change in the

structure of weights attached to height and width of rectangles in large-
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ness judgments. KempLE 71971] constructed a set of lflO rectan:

factorial', combining _ leight levels and 10 width levels each an-ing

from 10 t7. to.14.5 :::_hes in half -inch. intervals. Four groins of

t rd
ch: tren , 3 , 5 r_ld graders) j'Aged each of the inn timuli

as :n2r it looked 'lei or "small" (two-category rating 'udcmenms).

7-viously anal. ,med 2 same set of data using a different procedure

ca_. =LS [Takane. 31 de Leeuw, 1980] . The first figure shows

-2 in weights ntta: le( to height and width of rectangles as a

f age groups (as --e7ealed by the WADDALS procedure). We can see

a Dnsistent tenden-- :hat the weight attached to height cecreases

with For this analy= -7e aggregated the data by age groups by

c. :nting :he frequency wim.: each rectangle is judged as "large".

T' frequency was used :7_ ordinal measure of the perceived largeness

c rectangles. The primm7- focus of this analysis, however, was on the

Em-.7.-up differences disregeing the individual differences within the groups.

This may not be justifia-ile, so we have performed MAXADD analyses of indiv-

idual data.

The first table summarizes the results of separate MAXAY)D analyses

of Kempler's data by grade. The first column represents the weighted

additive model (WAM) with individual differences in dispersion (ak), the

second column the simple additive model (SAM) with a
k

and the last column

SAM without individual differences in dispersion (a). In all analyses

category boundaries were allowed to vary over individuals. Three figures

are reported in each cell.of the table. The top one is the log likelihood

multiplied by -2, the middle one is the effective number of parameters in

the fitted model (d.f.), and the bottom the value of the AIC statistic

[Akaike, 1974], which is defined by



AIC = -2 x log likelihood + 2 x d.f. of the model.

The best fitting model is the one with a minimum ,ac value. see that

the weighted additive model is the best in all F-nuns according to this

criterion. There seems to be substantial individ_ual differences in :he

weight structure within the age groups. We can aLs- observe that the

differences in the AIC values between WAN and SA/ t -id to diminish Ls

we go from the 1
3t

graders to the 7
th

graders.

This point may be more clearly seen in the n:::: four figures which

display estimated individual weights for each age 7,rocp. One tendency is

evident; the plots of weight estimates tend to ::nnv2rge in ,he mi:Hle as

the age goes up. For example, in grade 1 there are suite a few C-ildren

who put a disproportionately large weight on ha.lght th7se two

who totally ignore-the width dimension), while those extreme sul,--=e,,!.ts

decrease in number and also in its degree until the najority of subjects

put approximately equal weights on both height and width of rectangles.

So the group differences we found previously with the WADT)ALS analysis of

Kempler's data seem to be largely due to the difference in the constitution

of the groups, which are heterogeneous in themselves, but which tend to get

more homogeneous with age.

We have not done a joint analysis of all data in all age groups. The

reason is simply that there are too many subjects. (For WAM with individual'

dispersions and category boundaries we need to estimate up to 300 parameters.:

Consequently we had to resample portions of the available data set to examine

the goodness of fit of the model in joint analyses. (The algorithm is being

revised so that MAXADD can accommodate a problem of this size, however.)

Two sets of data were subsamDled, each consisting of data from 24 subjects.

(6 in each age group). A summary of the results are shown in the next table.
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(The entries = :his table are analogous to those in the previous table.)

For both s=s ± data the joint analysis with NAM with individual disper

sions and boumal-ies outperforms the others, indicating that the additive

effects may cs assumed common to all age groups, though the weights are

different no cnly for different age groups but also for individuals

within the groups.

10
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COMPARISONS OF SEPARATE ANALYSIS BY GRADE AND JOINT ANALYSIS

SEPARATE ANALYSIS (BY GRADE) JOINT ANALYSIS

WAM SAM SAM

a
K

a
K

a

SET 1 2992,4 3130,9 3185.5

136 120 96

3264.4 3370.9 3377,5

SET 2 2562.4 2742,1 2802,5

136 120 96

2834,4 2982.1 2994.5

LEGEND:

-2 X LOG LIKELIHOOD (+ CONST,)

D,F, OF THE MODEL

AIC (4. CONST,)'

* MINIMUM AIC SOLUTION

WAM

aK

SAM

aK

SAM

a

3050,0 3272,6 3371,2

88 66 42

3226,0* 3404,6 3455,2

2634,5 2868,1 2930,5

88 66 42

2810,5* 3000,1 3014,5


